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Tagged blue whale amid 
aquaculture traffic in Chile 

Bedriñana-Romano et al. 
2021. Sci Rep 11, 2709.



NOAA- NEFSC

Ship strikes are a global issue
75 species known to be affected
10s of ,000s individuals annually



NMFS

North Atlantic right whales

Vessel strikes*
13% of injuries
51% of mortalities

*only 36% of killed NARW are 
ever detected

Pace et al. (2020) Cryptic mortality of 
North Atlantic right whales. Cons Sci Prac
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Options for reducing ship strikes lethality:
• Separation from whales
• Speed restrictions
• Early detection and avoidance

Non-option: Deterrents (e.g. acoustic)

Uninvestigated: Redesigning ships



“Preventing vessel strikes” → eliminating encounters
Vessel size and speed has negligible effect on encounter rate

Keen et. al. (2022) A simulation-based tool for predicting whale-vessel encounter rates. 
Ocean and Coastal Management 224 (2022) 106183.

Understanding vessel size and speed as factors in 
preventing ship strikes of marine mammals* 

Vessel size and speed have large effects on lethality!



SMM Poster 2005



Sharp et al. 2019; IFAW

• 20-30% of whales killed by blunt-force have no broken bones 
(Jensen and Silber 2004, Campbell-Malone et al 2008, Sharp et al 2019)

• 3/4 whales necropsied and killed by blunt trauma in GoSL no broken bones 
(Daoust et al 2018)

• Massive hemorrhages 



1) What are the reactive forces 
involved in vessel-strikes?
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Skin Blubber ‘Sublayer’
(e.g. muscle, organ)
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4-Layer System



Ship

Whale

1. Whale body’s resistance to compression
(4-layer model)

2. Whale skin’s resistance to extension

3. Water drag on the whale

4. Ship thrust
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45 tonnes 
@10 knots

= 0.45 MPa



30,000 tonnes 
@10 knots

= 0.95 MPa



2) Can we attribute consequences to 
these reactive forces from 
observed events?





𝑃 𝑙𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑙 =
1

1 + exp − log!" 𝜏 − 5.38
0.349



3) Putting it together.
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Small vessels cannot be ignored.

Maximal speeds are still lethal
Approximately equal mass to adult NARW

Detectable changes in acceleration



Small vessels cannot be ignored.
For large vessels, there is no safe speed.

10 knot limits will not solve whale lethality
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Max weight = 71 tonnes






